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The impact of blockchain on procurement
BY: CHRIS ALLISON

Blockchain technology is set to revolutionise
how we work in many industries, however, at
times it can be a struggle to understand the
potential role and impact it presents.
Many associate the term ‘blockchain’ with
the rise of crypto-currencies, however, this
association is quite literally just one side of the
coin. Despite being originally devised for the
digital currency Bitcoin, the tech community is
now finding many other potential uses for
the technology.
So, what is blockchain and how can we harness
the power of this emerging technology within
procurement?
Quite simply, blockchain is a form of digital trust
which aims to deliver security, transparency and
efficiency in transactions. It is a secure ledger
system, made up of a distributed database
that holds tamper-proof records of digital
transactions. Blockchain technology can allow
a product to be tracked from its source, with
new ledger entries being built based upon each
transaction that takes place with the product or
product that is used as a component to build
finished goods.
Where blockchain technology is so valuable
is related to how records are added to the
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database. A network of computers store
and verifify every new record that is created,
resulting in the blockchain becoming more
robust than a single record, as would be found
in more traditional database systems. Each
transaction is linked to the previous one, thus
creating complete traceability and preventing
any data alteration.

trails can be forged, as well as adding efficiency
and reach to global financial markets where
current processes are unable to handle the
sheer volume and speed of data analysis that is
required in day-to-day operations. Furthermore,
blockchain processes can also aid in the
reduction of resource consumption and
waste generation.

The blockchain is comprised of a decentralised
system in which several computers are linked
and shared among parties in a peer-to-peer
network. This means that there is no authority
deciding the rules, thus ensuring blockchain’s
impartial nature. Blockchain and its associated
uses could welcome in a new era of supply
chain efficiency, and it is clear that there is huge
potential within procurement processes for
considerable innovation and cost savings by
harnessing this technology.

Within procurement domains especially,
blockchain-based innovations hold enormous
promise with a huge array of applications.
Some examples include:

Blockchain technology offers new levels of
trust and transparency to supply chains; as
well as enabling the procure-to-pay process
to capitalise on huge operational benefits.
Through this strengthened trust, new types of
cooperation between machines and between
humans that were once limited by a lack of
trust can now be realised. This technology also
provides transparency in which strong audit

•

Disruption of Purchase-to-Pay Processes
– This could potentially provide huge
operational benefits related to speed,
improved security and reduced workload by
facilitating the exchange of information

•

Smart Contracts – The use of tamperproof smart contracts that automatically
implement terms of multiparty agreements

•

Real-Time Payments – Real-time settlement
of payments for blockchain-based contracts
and orders that could automatically trigger
pre-agreed payments on completion of
transaction cycles

•

Transaction Automation – Automation of
transactions provides opportunities for
enhanced purchase order management
including order validation and approval,
invoice processing, multi-way matching,
and the entire request-to-receipt process

•

Buyer Empowerment – Blockchain
technology empowers the buyer with the
means to ensure the authenticity and
traceability of all goods throughout the
purchasing cycle. Such traceability allows for
verifiable audit trails of suppliers’ goods

As with all emerging technologies, organisations
should still make an informed decision about
testing blockchain before fully investing to
ensure it fits with their specific business needs.
Blockchain is still a relatively new technology,
and in addition to understanding the potential it
holds, organisations also need to fully evaluate
the limitations and risks.
However, blockchain currently holds the
potential to transform businesses through
digitisation of transaction workflows and
may be the key to re-imaging many business
processes within the global marketplace.
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The changing face of procurement
BY: CHRIS ASTON

Traditionally procurement as a business
function has been slow to make the most of
technological advancements and generally
has been viewed as an administrative cost
cutting exercise.
Procurement has progressed leaps and
bounds in the past five years through such
advancements, however some argue that the
real gains will only be realised once companies
start to innovatively and creatively implement
these processes. Big data and predictive
analytics are set to be the secret weapons of
procurement for the foreseeable future.
Across wide ranging sectors advancements
such as cognitive procurement, which harness
technologies including the blockchain, machinelearning, cloud systems and the internet of
things, are being utilised to overhaul every
aspect of supply-side economics. According
to ProcureCon’s Annual CPO Study of Chief
Procurement Officers, as of early 2019 a mere
3% of respondents would have no procurement
process automation while 61% would have
between 21% and 60% automated processes.
Tech Transformation
Through using emerging technologies, such as
the blockchain, businesses are able to validate
supply chains like never before ensuring a
level transparency that has not been possible
previously. This move towards distributed
ledger technology such as blockchain allows
for a single, immutable, secure record of every
transaction to be maintained, eliminating the
need for local work within individual businesses.
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With procurement functions often stretching
globally, companies require full visibility
throughout the supply chain in order to
guarantee that it is free from issues such
as modern-day slavery or corruption. With
consumers more aware than ever of their
impact on the world, procurement is under
scrutiny to ensure ethical sourcing throughout
the supply chain. Recording and tracking of
goods which once was carried out on Excel
spreadsheets is now automated by web apps.

manually processed can now be replaced by
machines, for example: buying via a central
hub, with automatically-generated invoices that
are directly sent from the supplier’s system to
the purchaser’s finance department, matched
using optical character recognition and paid
using blockchain technology. This was once all
done by spreadsheets, phone calls and emails,
and because of these new processes many
now foresee a procurement department fully
replaced with machines.

Automation
Automating procurement processes, such
as e-procurement are now routinely used to
improve the supply of goods and services,
especially for companies with global operations.
Automation processes can help to map out the
connections within a supply chain, which for
a CEO who is responsible for the elimination
of poor processes, places procurement in a
different strategic light. With corporate spend
on third-party suppliers averaging 30-40% of
revenues, procurement should have a much
higher-level representation than it historically
has had. Furthermore, there are even greater
possibilities brought about by predictive
analytics, such as machine-learning and artificial
intelligence. These are transforming how data
is manipulated which allows departments to
foresee the future with increasing accuracy.

However, machines and technological
advancements can only go so far. Andrew
Coulcher of the Chartered Institute of
Purchasing and Supply argues that,
“Procurement cannot be managed within a
silo,” and that, “there is a place where artificial
intelligence and emotional intelligence meet.
There will always be a role for human-to-human
contact.” What this means for those who are
working within procurement is an elevation of
role function from what was a simple buying
role, to one as a trusted advisor. Roles within
procurement now aim to add the most human
value above and beyond the technological
advantages we are harnessing. Human
interaction is required to ensure that the correct
performance models are utilised and humans
will always be required to be inventive.

Human Roles
So where exactly does this place us humans
within the mix of disruptive technologies
and artificial intelligence? It is certainly true
that many of the processes that were once

Strategy and the Role of CFOs
The added value within procurement is often
seen as coming in the form of cost-reductions,
but it’s also about getting closer to suppliers
and becoming more collaborative in how you
operate. Procurement is now so central

to performance that even a credit rating
can depend on the methods used by the
department. Manual processes, including paper
invoices, PDFs, Excel spreadsheets and so forth,
are becoming obsolete.
Moreover, due to supply chain and finance
becoming more transparent, banks can make
a clearer assessment of the financial strength
of a borrower, lowering borrowing costs.
Furthermore, as a result of this, cash flow is
also boosted, resulting in a further lowering of
risk. CPOs are becoming increasingly important
as they can offer the board critical insights
into the company’s future. Technology has
driven cost-savings, efficiency-gains, improved
supplier relationships and requires a high level
of innovation and flexibility. This will make
CPOs more influential than ever and has led
to procurement being a job that embraces a
multitude of different roles.
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•

Beware of over-specification. Many procured
products are over-specified and better
value alternatives are available. Packaging
is a case in point: why use double-skinned
corrugated cardboard boxes where single
skin would suffice?

•

Look at non-branded products. Companies
often buy expensive branded products, such
as printer cartridges and janitorial products,
where comparable generic lines would do,
at a fraction of the price.

•

Understand charging structures. Charges for
communications such as mobile and fixedline phones can be unnecessarily complex.
Savings of 30-40% in these areas can be
achieved if you understand the components
that make up the overall charge. Invest a
little time in trying to understand
the mechanisms.

Strengthen your negotiating position
BY: DAVID KENDALL

A strategic approach to procurement can
make savings that directly impact the bottom
line, without beating up your suppliers in the
process, says David Kendall.
Today’s markets for indirect expenses are a
moving target. The key to saving costs across
all categories of indirect expense is to ensure
that your cost profile is always aligned with, or
ideally better positioned than, the marketplace
and companies of a similar size and expenditure
level. Most companies are highly skilled in
procuring raw materials, resale products and
human resources. Rarely, however, do they
apply the same strategic procurement approach
to indirect expenses. Any savings that can be
made across these 100-plus cost categories are
essentially pure profit, and it doesn’t take many
wins to make a significant impact on the bottom
line and net value of the business.

First, it’s important to plan your strategy and
approach for indirect costs at the budgeting
stage. If you just base your forecasts on the
prior year, you could be forced into reacting to
contract renewals or issues as they arise. When
it comes to renewals, many companies renew
early, but this is often influenced by brokers who
are trying to secure their commission for the
coming period.
There should be only two drivers for early
renewals: the need for year-on-year cost savings
and a defined need for fixed budgets. If neither
apply, it would be better to re-tender a few
months down the line than make a wrong and
costly decision. Deals shouldn’t be longer than
12 months unless there is a cost saving – after
all, nobody has a crystal ball for where the
markets are going.
Top tips for making savings:

Cost isn’t everything of course; service and
quality is equally if not more important, but
there are some simple steps that you can take
to achieve a happy medium, potentially without
even moving supplier.
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•

Consider warehousing solutions. Businesses
are increasingly adopting 3PL (third-party
logistics) solutions, which can remove huge
fixed overheads and replace them with a
variable cost that is contingent on activity.

Volume sensitivities
Then there’s volume-sensitive pricing to
consider. Are you actively managing your
indirect cost profile – i.e. obtaining monthly
activity reports from suppliers and monitoring
your profile? Pricing for most indirect costs is
volume-sensitive, but it doesn’t take much for
activity levels to deviate from the agreed rate.
Suppliers are often quick to penalise underactivity but are rarely proactive in correcting
their pricing for increased volumes.
It’s worth keeping a keen eye on this to ensure
you’re getting the appropriate rate. Another
challenge is the increasing consolidation
among suppliers as large corporate vendors
expand into different markets and products.
If you see your volumes are increasing with a
particular supplier, you could suggest a
rebate mechanism.

Nearly all suppliers are familiar with this
structure and it can yield some meaningful
payments if spend levels are high enough.
If you’re part of a group, it’s also worth
considering group deals. Rarely are indirect
costs managed congruently and consistently
across all locations. We often see different
offices paying different prices and buying
different products. You should aim for one deal,
one invoice, with one account manager, and
implement simple controls to monitor activity.
Tendering process
What about your tendering process? It’s not
ethical to ‘beat up’ your suppliers and it will
damage valuable relationships. The markets
dictate what you should be paying, so you need
to test them via a tender process. Be fair to the
suppliers – don’t go through a tender process if
you have no intention of migrating. Set out your
success criteria from the start and by all means
include the current supplier. Offer the final two
or three suppliers a meeting and select the
optimum solution. Tender blind and create
a request-for-proposal document for highspend areas.
Managing risk
Last but not least you need to manage risk. You
should ensure you have backup suppliers for
indirect costs that are critical to your supply
chain. The tender process will help you identify
these. If you build the above considerations
into your strategy, you should be able to drive
efficiencies in your procurement.
Remember, it’s often a buyer’s market in the
indirect cost space and there is no commercial
reason for paying over the odds.
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Robotics:
Where is the UK on its adoption journey?
BY: RACHEL WHITEHOUSE

In February 2019, Ocado’s automated
warehouse in Hampshire, where robots picked
grocery orders, burned to the ground. More
than 300 firefighters tackled the blaze, with
disruption to 10% (30,000 per week) of Ocado’s
orders that are picked at the warehouse,
causing a subsequent 1.2% drop in sales.

employees. Robotics is used in the UK in a wider
number of sectors than the countries mentioned
but is predominantly still used in one single
manufacturing sector, automotive.

Since this disaster, Ocado has announced the
that it will deliver food orders for Marks and
Spencer from 2020. However, it remains to be
seen whether the warehouse fire will have a
future impact on Ocado’s selling of its robotics’
technologies abroad. The good news is that
the share price has bounced back since the
disaster, but there is a risk that this catastrophic
event may impact future technology sales.

The lack of investment in robots in the UK
manufacturing industry is likely to be a key
cause of lower productivity than elsewhere
in Europe. China is currently using robotics
investment to drive productivity improvements,
with a target to double productivity during the
period 2016-2020 via these investments. But,
despite UK government attempts to boost
industrial investment in robotics (in 2018
Theresa May pledged £2bn in funding for
robotics and biotech), progress in UK
adoption is slow.

Ocado’s fully robotised warehouse was
an example of the UK leading the world in
physical robotics technologies. The UK has
traditionally been very poor at investing and
adopting physical robotics. Japan has 213
robots, Germany 170, Sweden 154 and the UK
has just 33 robots per 10,000 manufacturing

Retail unlike manufacturing has been embracing
new technologies and investing. The adoption
and invention of warehousing automation by
Ocado was in line with the high adoption rates
of software robotics technologies by the retail
sector in the UK. The invention of software
robotics by UK companies such as BluePrism
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(a leading Robotic Process Automation vendor
which originated in the UK), and its use behind
the scenes in back office operations by UK
retailers has remained largely an untold and
unreported success story.
There are several software robotics
technologies being implemented successfully
by companies in the service sector in the UK
today even though they usually do not qualify
for government or grant funding. Most notably
Robotic Process Automation software, which
is bought off the shelf and then programmed
for each business use. The benefits of Robotic
Process Automation are to remove re-keying
and back office processing of routine and
repetitive tasks. This is currently in use in UK
law firms; energy companies; retailers;
financial services companies and in the
recruitment industry.
In addition, ‘Chat Bots’ are software robots
built for each business use that communicate
with customers and answer commonly asked
questions, usually via text. For example, which

wine to go with food (Lidl’s robot sommelier),
built in Facebook. These technologies operate
processes at lower cost than human beings
and when designed correctly enhance customer
experience, build brand equity and are preferred
by customers too.
In conclusion, the UK is behind in investing in
industrial robotics but is probably ahead of
many parts of the world in its adoption and
development of software robotics. To turn UK
PLC into a part of the world which embraces
all robotics technologies and is a world leader
on productivity will require investment, use of
the funding pledged by UK Government and
businesses making a positive step to embrace
new technologies.
Post Brexit, hopefully UK organisations will pick
up investment (investment fell two years ago
when Brexit was voted through and has not
picked up since). Learning what technologies
are out there and awareness of their potential is
an important first step.
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Technology trends in 2019
BY: TONY EDWARDS

With 2018 already a memory, it’s time to look to
what to expect from the technology landscape
in 2019.
Adoption of Team Collaboration Tools
such as Slack and Trello were initially designed
for internal discussions and collaborations to
develop things like video games. These tools
reduced the volume of unnecessary internal
emails and puts information into a shared
environment. More and more organisations
are looking to migrate from an email only
environment into something more collaborative
and this trend will continue throughout 2019 as
more and more cloud-based platforms come
to market.
5G or not 5G
With UK networks starting to talk about 5G, and
manufacturers trying to put 5G technologies
into their live deployments, there are a couple of
stumbling blocks that may cause issues
and delay:
1. No 5G capable devices have hit the
market yet
2. There are no details on the monetisation of
5G or if it has even been considered?
There will need to be a marked improvement in
both quality and service when compared to the
4G rollout for users to consider paying more on
their contracts and / or upgrading their devices.
It will be interesting to see how this unfolds.
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Communications Platform as a Service
(CPaaS) Consolidation
These offerings have made the headlines with
Cisco and Vonage both making big acquisitions.
With a few companies still in the game, it will be
interesting to see service providers realise the
need for a CPaaS platform within their service
offering and to see if they take control of this
technology through acquisition.
Software-defined Networking (SD-WAN)
SD-WAN gives businesses the opportunity to
use consumer grade broadband as opposed
to (what can be) expensive MPLS or dedicated
Wide Area Network (WAN) circuits. Analyst
firms like Gartner or Frost are expecting SDWAN to play a massive role across the branch
office and large enterprise arenas throughout
2019.
Optimisation of Universal Customer Premises
Equipment (uCPE)
There have been complaints about how
software vendors have bloated their virtual
network functions, designed for network
edge uCPE devices. They have done this by
attempting to squeeze full-size software into
the footprint of the uCPE, thus hogging up all
their memory and CPU resource. As uCPE takes
off in the enterprise market, we expect that
vendors will take note and action on this as
2019 continues.
Video Adoption
The development of webcams on laptops and
desktop devices has been an interesting area

to follow over the past few years. While the
functionality has been quite widely available,
trying to get people to participate on a video call
has been extremely hard work. However, with
the development of communication tools that
focus on video (FaceTime, Hangouts, Skype
etc); along with UC developers incorporating
video conferencing into their solutions; 2019
will be the year where more and more business
users will communicate via video.
Age of the Chatbot?
The evolution of the customer experience and
making the journey as simple and painless
as possible continues. It is predicted that
chatbot services will replace tradition IVR
(Interactive Voice Response) menu systems,
helping customers to get information or access
to the appropriate live agent. While there are
challenges around chat usage being an efficient
use of the customer’s time, the future looks like
chatbots will be invading the customer support
experience in 2019.
IoT Communications
The applications for IoT in consumer and
industrial applications continues to grow. More
devices than ever are SMART connected for use
at home and in the workplace. This offers huge
promise and is being recognised by the service
providers to provide the right connectivity to
these devices. 2019 will see new wireless
services targeted at connected devices –
most will be through 4G in the short term
with 5G capability further down the line.

Unified Communications into the Cloud
The trend of moving services into the cloud
isn’t new, but a continuation. Enterprise
users are becoming increasingly more
comfortable with cloud deployments of their
business applications. There is expected to
be a big push towards moving the UC (Unified
Communications) element to the cloud
over the coming months; with suppliers like
Mitel, 8x8 and Gamma all pushing to replace
legacy phones with software-centric services
supporting IP phones, Soft clients, Mobile Apps
and conferencing solutions. This push coupled
with the fact that BT will be shutting down their
ISDN infrastructure in the coming years may see
more and more organisations considering IP
telephony for their business.
Do any of these trends impact on your business
or would you like to find out more?
Our team of specialists is able to deliver
solutions that help you execute your strategic
goals and give you a competitive advantage in
your sector or market. Auditel understands that
every business is different and has a unique
set of needs and challenges. We begin with a
simple conversation to get to know you and
your business to make sure that we understand
those challenges in order to meet and exceed
those needs.
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Average monthly baseload (£/MWh)

Energy Market Report: Q1 2019
BY: CHRIS BARRETT

The UK Energy market has continually fallen in
value since the highs of September 2018. On
the face of it, the trend in energy prices was
closely linked to other commodities in the ramp
up to September, with gas mirroring oil, coal
and carbon with electricity following.
However, it is also arguable that part of the
reason for the increase up to September
was the pressure being brought to bear on
customers with October start dates who had not
locked in earlier due to the significant increase
in prices relative to the rates they had paid 1 or
2 years earlier.
With both energy and non-energy costs
components increasing significantly over the
past 2 years, it was inevitable that a shock was
waiting for them. As soon as the round closed
just a few weeks before the end of the month’s
prices settled back again.
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Subsequently prices have continued to fall and
have become less easy to match to oil, coal and
carbon prices. Oil which is the main bellwether
for gas has rallied since January, but this has
not been reflected in the energy prices.
The main factor for this has been the
unseasonably mild weather which has kept
demand for gas for heating very low. Coupled
with this, the slowdown in the Asian economies
has resulted in healthy LNG deliveries to the
UK. Given that prices for this winter had a ‘fear
factor’ built in due to the loss of around 75% of
our domestic storage capability and following
the ‘Beast from the East’ incident this time last
year, there was clearly plenty of fat in the prices.
Looking forward there continues to be
confidence that there will be no major weather
shocks in the short term as winter draws to a
close. Therefore, the big question is the likely

impact of Brexit, which will depend in part on
whether there is a deal and, if there is, what that
deal looks like.
One major inflationary factor to prices could be
the impact of Brexit on the pound (£), which if
it weakens further will push prices back up. In
terms of the technical infrastructure and the
trade deals that we have via interconnectors
the view seems to be that these will not
immediately be impacted, and it will take time
for the consequences to be worked out. If tariffs
on energy imports become real though this will
again push prices up.

subject to the same benign weather patterns as
we have seen this year.
In the longer term, if Brexit has an impact on the
economy a demand down turn could be a reality.
This would help with prices, though potentially
such a down turn may be offset by a growing
demand for Electric Vehicle charging and other
such electrification projects.

Given this uncertainty, volatility is likely but clear
trends are harder to spot. Nevertheless, by next
winter, with UK gas storage significantly reduced
and potential challenges against balancing
demand using the interconnectors we might
expect prices to rise, particularly if we are not
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Energy Risk Management
BY: DAVID POWELL

“Energy prices are rising – lock in now before they rise further”
“Energy prices are falling – lock in now before they rise again”
Sound familiar? These are two great “buy now”
sales tools any broker will use to pressure you
into locking in the contract no matter what the
energy market is doing.
You’ll often see brokers peddling the sales pitch
that locking all your energy supplies (Gas and
Electric) into 1 contract end date, 1, 2 or 3 years
(usually 3) years hence is a good thing because,
according to them, it gives you ‘Buying Power’
– this is stuff and nonsense, you need energy
spends in the millions to make a tangible
buying difference.
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There are three main reasons to lump all your
supplies into 1 contract end date:
1. To reduce the admin time it takes to lock in a
new energy contract
2. To reduce the workload for the energy broker
3. To lock in the energy brokers’ income for
longer with the minimum effort
As you can see points 2 & 3 benefit the broker
not you the customer. Imagine you’ve got 10
supplies and 10 contract end dates, that’s a
lot of admin for you, but also the broker has to
go to market 10 times, has to convince you 10
times that they have the best price on the day;

10 times they have to potentially go head
to head with another broker or you ringing a
supplier to check prices. With just 1 end date 3
years or so away the broker knows their income
for 3 years and doesn’t have to do anything at
all on your account until the renewal
comes around.

If the market has spiked suddenly (like it did
in 2008 doubling in 6 months) you’ll be forced
to lock in all your energy supplies at or near
a market peak. So, your energy bill might
double from £1m to £2m. Could your business
suddenly find an extra £1m with say 3 months’
notice of renewal?

For you, the energy user, this strategy is a
massive risk. I don’t have a crystal ball; the
energy companies don’t have a crystal ball
and neither does your broker. I couldn’t tell you
what energy prices will be doing in 3 years’
time, they might be higher they might be lower.
Energy prices are so globally interlinked with
many market forces that nuclear accidents
like Fukushima, Trumps trade war, gas pipeline
accidents in the North Sea, Russian pipeline cut
off’s etc. can affect prices. The only certainty is
that in 3 years’ time, you’ll be renewing all your
energy supplies at one single point.

There is another way. If you have multiple
supplies, there is a balance between admin and
contract risk. Let’s say you have 10 supplies of
varying sizes. The tiniest you might lock in for
5 years to save admin. The largest you want
to spread well apart in terms of the end date,
so say 1 on a 3 year, 1 on a 2 year and 1 on
18 months to adjust for seasonality too. The
remaining supplies you can judge the contract
length that feels right depending on how the
market is doing at the time as well as trying to
balance contract admin with risk. So, you might
end up with 3 to 5 contract end points across
your 10 supplies.
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Procurement expertise, when you need it.
Founded in 1994, Auditel was established to
help organisations make effective and informed
procurement decisions within a rapidly evolving
market. Since then, we’ve built a strong network
of over 100 procurement specialists and are
continually innovating our service - becoming
a leading procurement and supply chain
management consultancy.
Auditel’s procurement specialists work
alongside your existing Finance, Operational and
Procurement teams, providing the external help
your organisation requires, delivering business
transformation and a competitive advantage.
This is due to our vast expertise and detailed
knowledge of suppliers, and which of them can
deliver innovation and services at the most
competitive prices.

